Stanford and Bikes
Bicycling is ideally suited to the Stanford area’s mild climate, flat terrain and gentle, rolling hills. Stanford is designated a Platinum-Level Bicycle Friendly University by the League of American Bicyclists.

Legend
- Bike Repair Stands
- Campus Bike Shop
- Suggested Travel Routes
- Bike Locker Compound
- Bike Room
- Bike Cage
- Shower
- Pedestrian Zone/Restricted Vehicle Access

Resources
- Bike lockers are available for commuters.
- Free Bicycle Safety Repair Stands are available on campus to inflate tires or make simple repairs with basic tools provided.
- There is plenty of free bicycle parking on campus - an estimated 19,000 bike rack spaces.
- Most Marguerite Buses are equipped with bike racks.

Contact Information

Emergencies
Call 911
From a campus phone, dial 9-911

Parking & Transportation Services
650.723.9362
Bonai Siding, Stanford, CA, 94305
http://transportation.stanford.edu
email: transportation@stanford.edu

Bicycle Program
650.725.BIKE (2453)
http://transportation.stanford.edu/bike
email: bike-information@stanford.edu

Campus Bike Shop
650.723.9300
www.campusbikeshop.com

Stanford Public Safety
650.723.9633
http://police.stanford.edu
To report a lost or stolen bicycle, contact Public Safety.
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Notes:
- Stanford assumes no responsibilities for bicyclists using these routes.
- This map is intended for informational purposes only.
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Free bicycle safety repair stands are available at multiple locations on campus to inflate tires or make simple repairs with basic tools provided.

OBEY ALL TRAFFIC SIGNS, SIGNALS AND LAWS
Bicyclists must obey all traffic laws when riding a bike. Stop at all stops signs. Use a bike light at night. Headphones cannot cover both ears.

USE HAND SIGNALS
Signal to show your intended direction and as a courtesy and for self-protection.

WEAR A BIKE HELMET
Remember to wear your bike helmet for every ride, even short trips. Protect your most valuable asset—your brain!

BE VISIBLE AT NIGHT
A front white headlight and red rear reflector are required by law. Wear bright or light colored clothing or reflective gear so you are more visible.

PASS WITH CARE
Use caution at intersections. Both vehicles and other bicyclists do not expect you to pass on the right and may not see you.

REGISTER YOUR BIKE
Bikes on the Stanford campus must be registered under the Stanford Campus Parking & Transportation Code.

YIELD TO PEDESTRIANS
Show courtesy and respect for all road and path users. Give pedestrians the right of way. Call out when passing or use a bike bell.

DRIVE YOUR BIKE
Think about driving your bike, not just riding it. Ride in the same direction as traffic and at safe speeds for conditions. Do not ride on sidewalks; use the bike lane when possible.

USE A BIKE RACK AND LOCK UP
Park your bike in a designated bike rack and use a u-shaped lock to lock your bike wheel and frame to the rack. Do not block access to entryways or lock your bike to railings as it can be impounded.

Locations
Indicated by ⭐ on map (reverse side)
1. The intersection of Galvez Mall and Escondido, near the Galvez Modular
2. School of Medicine across from the Li Ka Shing Center (LKSC) bike lockers, between the bike racks along the east side of Beckman
3. Parking & Transportation Services, 340 Bonair Siding, at the front entrance
4. Jerry Yang and Akiko Yamazaki Environment and Energy (Y2E2) Building, near Cypress Hall and the bike lockers
5. Durand bike locker compound, between Green Earth Sciences and Durand
6. Advanced Medicine Center (AMC) Cancer Center
7. Escondido Village (EV) near McFarland Ct. along the EV spine path, next to the tennis courts.